Trinidad Bay Watershed Council

The mission of the Trinidad Bay Watershed Council is to work
collaboratively to improve and maintain the watersheds, coastal
waters, and communities in the Trinidad and Westhaven area and
to make decisions based on data and sound science for the benefit
of all community members, businesses and other stakeholders.

Navy Testing in the North West
Training Range Complex

The US Navy wants to use nearly the entire US coast line for weapons and warfare
training, including the pacific west coast. North West Training Range Complex
stretches more than 134 thousand nautical miles, from the US /Canadian Border to
Northern California,
California into the waters just off Mendocino County.
County
The US Navy is claiming this entire area for it’s weapons training‐that includes,
under water bomb detonations and mining
mining, and the use of aircraft,
aircraft missiles and
sonar. John Mosher, project manager for the North West training range says the
area could be used for sonar and bomb trainings.

Officials on Navy Testing
Sonar has a huge impact on fish anything from outright frying of fish eggs, to permanently
damaging the ears of fish
fish, to of course when you’re talking about underwater explosions and
mining fields, the navy’s proposing outright death from the explosions.
“I’m opposed to the further militarization of the ocean. They already have an extensive training
range It’s not clear to me why it’s necessary to take further areas of the ocean and subject
range.
them to bombing and sonar and missiles and all the rest of it. None of that can be good for the
marine environment.” ‐John McCowen, Menodicno County Supervisor
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Higgins, a consulting fisheries biologist who serves on the Humboldt Bay Harbor Recreation and
Conservation District
“…the impacts on marine mammals can be devastating…The loud noise just really disorients
marine mammals who basically rely on sound in the ocean the same way we use sight . So, they
use if for everything to find mates, to navigate, to find food to communicate. All these basic life
functions are being disrupted when the navy’s using sonar. And then of course we see the more
serious impacts like temporary hearing loss, and permanent hearing loss and then of course the
most serious which is when their dive patterns become so disrupted that they actually strand
themselves on beaches and die.” -Taryn Kiekow, attorney for the NRDC
source: http:../../..www...indybay...org/..newsitems/..2009/..03/..24/18581843.php

Mass Strandings Linked to Sonar

March 3, 2009. 192 whales and seven dolphins had beached themselves in Australia.
March 23, 2009. Officials were trying to discover why 80 long‐finned pilot whales and bottlenose
dolphins became stranded after a mass beaching at Hamelin Bay in Western Australia.
March 23, 2009. 30 foot juvenile grey whale washed up at Camel Rock Beach. Note the gash wound
on her
h nose…

The NRDC cites a navy report in 2000 that said sixteen whales from at least three species—
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channels of the Bahamas. The beachings occurred within 24 hours of Navy ships using mid‐
frequency sonar in those same channels.
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NOAA’s Fisheries Service has issued regulations and a letter of authorization to the U.S. Navy
that includes measures to protect marine mammals while conducting Atlantic fleet active
sonar training. The NOAA regulations and the letter allows for a small number of incidental
injuries to marine mammals. NOAA’s Fisheries Service has determined that these effects
would have a negligible impact on the species or stocks involved. Under the regulations and
the letter, the Navy must follow mitigation measures to minimize effects on marine mammals,
including:
establishing marine mammal safety zones around each vessel using sonar, and using Navy
observers to shut down sonar operations if marine mammals are seen within these
designated safety zones;
implementing a stranding response plan that includes a training shutdown provision in certain
circumstances
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memorandum of agreement to allow the Navy to contribute in‐kind services to NOAA’s
Fisheries Service if the agency has to conduct a stranding response and investigation;
minimizing helicopter dipping sonar and object detection exercises in the North Atlantic right
whale critical habitat in the southeast Atlantic Ocean from December through
g March;
using several cautionary measures to minimize impacts from torpedo exercises conducted in
the North Atlantic right whale critical habitat in the northeast Atlantic Ocean;
using designated planning awareness areas to raise awareness of Navy personnel and lessen
impacts in designated productive marine mammal habitat;
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The United States Navy will be decimating millions of marine mammals and other aquatic life,
each year, for the next five years, under their Warfare Testing Range Complex Expansions in
the Atlantic,
Atlantic Pacific,
Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico
Mexico. The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS
under NOAA), has already approved the “taking” of marine mammals in more than a dozen
Navy Range Warfare Testing Complexes (6), and is preparing to issue another permit for 11.7
millions marine mammals (32 Separate Species), to be decimated along the Northern,
California, Oregon and Washington areas of the Pacific Ocean (7).

What Can We Do?
• Appeal to National Marine Fishery Service
• APPEAL to Congressman Thompson
• Make
k a case that
h the
h NAVY iis already
l d
practicing in the Atlantic Ocean and we do not
need
d to test along
l
the
h P
Pacific
ifi coast also.
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Northwest Training Range Complex
Environmentall Impact Statement
• Website to access the EIS for the Northwest
Complex: www.nwtrangecomplexeis.com
• The Navy will be releasing a Final
Environmental Impact Statement and Record
of Decision for the proposed training
enhancements in the NWTRC. The timeline in
the DEIS targeted the FEIS for completion this
month,
h b
but iit’s
’ b
been pushed
h d to D
December
b
2009 with a ROD in January of next year.

The Navy
Navy’ss EIS Findings
Expended materials include the nonreactive materials that are not
recovered
d following
f ll i their
th i use in
i a training
t i i activity.
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represent persistent seabed litter, their strong resistance to
degradation and their chemical composition mean that they do not
chemicallyy contaminate the surroundingg environment byy leachingg
heavy metals or organic compounds. Expended material that sinks to
the sea floor would gradually degrade, be overgrown by marine life, or
incorporated into the sediments. Floating nonhazardous expended
material may be lost from targets and would either degrade over time
or wash ashore as flotsam.

Effects of Marine Litter
According
d to UNEP
Entanglement: Marine animals may be harmed by marine litter/debris when they get entangled. Around the
world people have reported entanglement for several marine species ‐ including the sea turtles.
world,
turtles
Ingestion: Marine organisms and seabirds have been reported to have eaten plastics and other type of debris.
A plastic bag floating on the sea surface resembles a jelly‐fish, which are eaten by many species of fish and
turtles.
Smothering of the seabed: Debris can smother seabed animals while larger items can be dragged along the
seabed by currents, scraping and tearing up the seabed which is a fragile and vital habitat for bottom
dwellers.
Accumulation and dispersion of toxic substances: Plastic litter can be a source of persistent toxic substances as
it resembles food closely enough to fool even a mature marine mammal. Ingested plastic is not only toxic
but can often lead to death.
Environmental changes due to invasive species: Alien species may use debris in the ocean to migrate to new
territory, where they can colonize and possibly overwhelm local marine ecosystems.
Disturbance from mechanical beach cleaning: When beach cleaning activities on nesting beaches involves use
off techniques
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compacted beaches that are difficult or impossible to use for nesting by turtles.
Damage to property & livelihood can be grouped into the following:
• Fishing boats and gear
• Safety risks for people at sea
• Injuries to cattle
• Damage to cooling
l water intakes
k
• Contamination off beaches
b h
• Health
l h hazards
h
d to people
l
• Contamination of harbours

